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Equi-Dispersive Dual-Mode Long Slot Arrays
Michele Del Mastro, Stefano Lenzini, Ronan Sauleau, Fellow, IEEE, and Mauro Ettorre, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this letter, we propose an analytic study for engi-
neering equi-dispersive (ED) ortho-mode parallel plate waveguide
(PPW) structures. As difference with classical PPWs having
perfectly conducting walls, the metallic plates are here replaced
by arbitrary surface impedance boundaries. Closed-form ex-
pressions are provided to engineer their dispersion and obtain
purely ED dual-mode propagation exploiting transverse electric
and magnetic modes. This new class of PPWs is finally used as
radiating open-ended stubs, arranged in a periodic environment
to attain circular polarization. The corresponding axial ratio is
calculated to be below 3 dB over a 22.3% fractional bandwidth.

Index Terms—equi-dispersive, ortho-mode, parallel plate
waveguide, circular polarization, impedance boundary condition,
continuous transverse stub array.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ICROWAVE components, supporting orthogonally-
polarized degenerate modal branches, are widely used

to generate circular or dual-linear polarization. For instance,
square/circular waveguides are used in septum polarizers [1],
[2], or as unit cell of phased arrays attaining polarization
agility as well as circular polarization (CP) [3], [4].

A different case-of-study is the parallel-plate waveguide
(PPW), which supports degenerate transverse electric (TE)
and magnetic (TM) modes. However, PPWs with perfect
electric conductive plates have the drawback of supporting
also a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) propagation, which
represents an additional source of inter-modal dispersion. The
use of dual-mode PPWs may result in innovative feeding
and radiating structures. The articles [5]–[8] have recently
proposed a novel concept of continuous transverse stub (CTS)
arrays made of dual-mode PPWs, able to generate CP or dual-
linear polarization over a wide band and large field-of-view.

In this letter, we present an analytic study of PPWs with
properly engineered pure reactive walls as a possible strategy
to inhibit the TEM propagation and to reach the aimed equi-
dispersive (ED), ortho-mode propagation. The study provides
analytic expressions to analyze these structures. It is also
shown that ED PPWs exhibit high CP purity, when used as
radiating stubs.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II outlines the
modal analysis of the problem. The dispersion engineering
is exhaustively discussed in Sections III and IV. Section
V presents the radiation of open-ended ED PPWs. Finally,
Section VI concludes the letter.
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Fig. 1: Geometry of the problem under analysis. The structure
consists of two parallel plates, infinitely-extended along y-axis
and modeled as surface impedance with respect to TE and TM
modes. Modes propagate along z-axis.

II. MODAL ANALYSIS

In the following, we will focus on a non-standard PPW as
shown in Fig. 1. The bounding walls of the considered PPW
are modeled using impedance boundary conditions (IBC). The
structure is infinitely-extended along y-axis and the propaga-
tion is intended along z-axis. Given the absence of source,
the problem reduces to solving the Helmholtz equation and
searching for the corresponding eigenvalues [9]–[11]:

H
{
φTE/TM

}
= 0 (1)

where φTE/TM is an arbitrary chosen scalar potential and

H{·} = ∇2
t+

∣∣∣ kTE/TMt

∣∣∣2= ∂2
x + ∂2

y +
(
k
TE/TM
x

)2

+(
k
TE/TM
y

)2

is the Helmholtz operator with k
TE/TM
x and

k
TE/TM
y being the transverse eigenvalues for both TE and TM

modes, accordingly. It can be demonstrated that kTE/TMy = 0
by virtue of the infinite extension of the structure in Fig. 1
along y-axis [11]. The eigenvalues k

TE/TM
x are found by

enforcing the IBCs on the waveguide contour, yielding

ETE/TM
t = Z

TE/TM
surf n̂×HTE/TM (2)

where Et = Ey ŷ+Ez ẑ and n̂ is the inward unit vector, normal
to the parallel plates. Moreover, ZTE/TMsurf is the surface
impedance for TE and TM modes delimiting the waveguide
cross section. We will assume ZTE/TMsurf to be purely reactive
hereinafter. Studying TE and TM modes independently, the
two parallel plates exhibit identical surface impedance.

A. TE modes in PPW with impedance walls

A convenient choice for the scalar potential φTE is inspired
by [12] and takes the form φTE = ATE

[
ξTE+ +BTEξTE−

]
,

where ξTE± = e±ik
TE
x (x+h/2) and h is the height of the

PPW. Also, ATE , BTE are constants to be determined. For
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TE modes, the eigenvalues kTEx are calculated enforcing the
IBC (2) that reduces to the following form

ZTEsurf =
ETEy
HTE
z

∣∣∣∣
x=h/2

ZTEsurf = −
ETEy
HTE
z

∣∣∣∣
x=−h/2

(3)

By using the field expressions of hollow waveguides [9], the
IBC (3) can be computed as function of the scalar potential
φTE , yielding to BTE± = ±eikTE±

x h. Two separate field
solutions are so found, which will be referred to using the
superscripts ±. Hence, the characteristic equation (CE) can be
expressed as function of ZTEsurf and arranged as follows

ZTE±surf =
ωµ0µr

kTE±x

1∓ eikTE±
x h

1± eikTE±
x h

(4)

where ω is the angular frequency and µr is the dielectric
permeability of the material filling the PPW. The obtained
CE (4) is transcendental and must be numerically solved
for the eigenvalues kTE±x . Since we are studying a closed-
domain problem, a countable set of kTE±x is obtained, i.e.,
kTE±x,m=1,2,...,+∞. In this paper, we will use a Padé-approximant-
based root-finding procedure as presented in [13].

The field modal vectors are calculated using the scalar
potential φTE and, after some algebraic manipulations, can
be written as

eTE±
t = eTE±y ŷ =

iATE+ sin
(
kTE+
x x

)
ATE− cos

(
kTE−x x

) ŷ

hTE±
z = hTE±z ẑ = i∂xe

TE±
y /(ωµ0µr)ẑ

hTE±
t = hTE±x x̂ = ẑ × eTE±

t

(5)

where

ATE± =
√

2/h
(
sinc

(
kTE±x h

)
∓ 1
)−1/2

(6)

which is found by enforcing the orthonormality property of
waveguide modes [9]. The propagation constant is given by

kTE±z =

√
k2

0εrµr −
(
kTE±x

)2
, where k0 is the free space

wavenumber.

B. TM modes in PPW with impedance walls

The TM mode scenario is solved considering the following
scalar potential φTM = ATM

[
ξTM+ +BTMξTM−

]
(where

ξTM± = e±ik
TM
x (x+h/2)) and enforcing the IBC given by

ZTMsurf = −E
TM
z

HTM
y

∣∣∣∣
x=h/2

ZTMsurf =
ETMz
HTM
y

∣∣∣∣
x=−h/2

(7)

The corresponding CE is given by the following two-form
relation

ZTM±surf =
kTM±x

ωε0εr

1± eikTM±
x h

1∓ eikTM±
x h

(8)

where εr is the dielectric permittivity of the material filling
the PPW. Solving (8), a discrete set of solutions is found, i.e.,
kTM±x,m=1,2,...,+∞. The TM modal vectors are given by

eTM±
t = eTM±x x̂ =

iATM+ sin
(
kTM+
x x

)
ATM− cos

(
kTM−x x

) x̂

hTM±
t = hTM±y ŷ = ẑ × eTM±

t

eTM±
z = eTM±z ẑ = −i∂xhTM±y /(ωε0εr)ẑ

(9)
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Fig. 2: Impedance loci of TE and TM modes when the PPW’s
height is h = λ/2, where λ is the wavelength at 40 GHz. The
characteristic equations are plotted at the operating frequency.
The PPW is air-filled.

where

ATM± =
√

2/h
(
sinc

(
kTM±x h

)
∓ 1
)−1/2

(10)

Finally, the propagation constant can be written as kTM±z =√
k2

0εrµr −
(
kTM±x

)2
.

III. EQUI-DISPERSIVE ORTHO-MODE PPW
Unlike standard PPW, the proposed type of waveguide

can support two orthgonally-polarized modes having same
dispersive behavior. This valuable property is observed by
linking their propagation to the required surface impedance (4)
and (8), as shown in Fig. 2. Specifically, if the PPW’s height
is less than a half of the operating wavelength (h ≤ λ/2)
and the surface impedance is capacitive for TM modes and
inductive for TE ones, the set of solutions for (4) and (8)
has only two eigenvalues kTEx and kTMx in the visible range
(|kTE/TMx | < k0

√
εrµr), respectively. Note that this is true

only in case ZTMsurf is capacitive and ZTEsurf is inductive. In
more general scenarios, surface-wave modes (kTEx = ={kTEx }
and kTMx = ={kTMx }) may be present too [14].

The ED condition is achieved by engineering the surface
impedance ZTM/TE

surf . Let us model ZTMsurf and ZTEsurf as being
purely capacitive and inductive, respectively:

ZTE−surf = iωLTE (11)

ZTM−surf = (iωCTM )−1 (12)

The ED condition can be found by inserting (11) into (4)
and (12) into (8) and enforcing kTE−x = kTM−x . The product
ZTE−surf Z

TM−
surf yields to the following ED condition:

LTE = CTMη2 (13)

where η = η0

√
µr/εr and η0 = 120π Ω. The capacitance

CTM is calculated by arbitrarily setting the cut-off frequency
fTMco of the TM mode, yielding

CTM =
(
ωTMco η

)−1
cot (kh/2) (14)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3: Characteristic equation for (a),(b) TE and (c),(d) TM modes at the frequency fmax. The plots are shown in dB, thus the
poles are illustrated with dark blue spots. The black circle indicate the visible range (|kx| = k) and red dot markers represent
the calculated poles using [13]. The PPW is air-filled. Parameter settings: h = λmin/2 and fmax = 3fTMco .
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Fig. 4: Dispersion diagram of (a) TE and (b) TM modes for
a ED PPW. Parameter settings: h = λmin/2, fmax = 3fTMco
and l = λmin. The PPW is air-filled.

where ωTMco = 2πfTMco and k = k0
√
εrµr. When h ≤

λmin/2 = 0.5v/fmax (v = 1/
√
ε0εrµ0µr and fmax is

the largest frequency), the cut-off frequency fTMco can be
chosen as fTMco ∈ [0, fmax]. As representative example, let us
consider an air-filled PPW of height h = λmin/2 and consider
fmax = 3fTMco . The CEs (4) and (8) are plotted in dB in Fig.
3 at the frequency fmax. Equations (11) and (12) were used as
surface impedance with LTE and CTM being calculated using
(13) and (14), respectively. The poles (blue spots in Fig. 3) are
equally located in the spectral domain for TE and TM modes,
respectively. This is a consequence of having enforced the ED
condition (13). Furthermore, Figs. 3(a) and (c) show that two
orthgonally-polarized modes are in propagation (|kx| < k0).
The corresponding dispersion diagrams of TE and TM modes
are shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b), respectively. Fig. 4 shows
that two orthogonally-oriented modes are in propagation in
the frequency range [fTMco , fmax] and their dispersion curves
are equal to each other. The length of the considered PPW is
l = λmin. The analytic formulation, presented in Section II,
has been also validated with a full-wave commercial software
[15], showing an excellent agreement.

IV. 90◦-PHASE DELAYED LINE

The aim of this Section is to engineer a ED PPW behaving
as anisotropic crystal [16]. Two ortho-modes are wanted to

be 90◦-phased one another, while maintaining their amplitude
equal. By setting the cut-off frequency as (14), the eigenvalues
kTM−x are found to be constant in frequency. This is clearly
visible by equaling equations (12) and (8), and observing that
the frequency dependency is deleted when solving for kTM−x .
Setting the desired phase shift to ∆φ = π/2, the eigenvalue
kTE−x is calculated as a function of kTM−x , thus yielding to

kTE−x =
1

l

√(
kTM−x l

)2
+ ∆φ

(
−∆φ+ 2lkTM−z

)
(15)

where l is the length of the PPW [see Fig. 1]. When the PPW
behaves as 90◦-phased line, the ED condition becomes

LTE∆φ = CTM
kTM−x

kTE−x

η2 tan

(
kTM−x h

2

)
cot

(
kTE−x h

2

)
(16)

where CTM and kTE−x are given by (14) and (15), respec-
tively. Condition (16) shows that LTE∆φ is frequency-dependent.
Since kTM−x is constant in frequency, the term responsible for
the frequency dependency of LTE∆φ is kTE−x . Using (15), it can

be observed that kTE−x
l→+∞−−−−−−→ kTM−x = const. The use of

electrically-large PPW’s lengths along z-axis, i.e., l � λmin,
consequently provides that LTE∆φ becomes a slowly-varying
function with frequency and can be so approximated by its
mean, thus yielding to

LTE∆φ =
1

meas{∆f}

∫
∆f

LTE∆φdf (17)

where ∆f ≡
[
fmax, f

TM
co

]
.

As example, a 90◦-delayed line made of a ED PPW was
engineered. The cut-off frequency is fTMco = 20 GHz, thus
CTM is calculated as (14). The maximum frequency fmax is
twice fTMco and h = λmin/2. Fig. 5(a) shows the dispersion
diagram, when the non-approximated condition (16) is used
for ZTEsurf . It is shown that the phase difference between two
ED ortho-modes is 90◦ all over the band

[
fTMco , fmax

]
, when

l = 3λmin. However, the corresponding LTE∆φ is frequency-
dependent as plotted in Fig. 5(c). This problem can be solved
using its approximated form (17) [see square marker in Fig.
5(c)], whose corresponding dispersion diagram is reported in
Fig. 5(b). The use of (17) results in having two quasi-ED
ortho-modes in propagation. Their phase difference equals 90◦

at only one frequency within the range
[
fTMco , fmax

]
. The
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Fig. 5: Dispersion diagram for (a) ZTEsurf = iωLTE∆φ and (b)
ZTEsurf = iωLTE∆φ . (c) Surface impedance ZTEsurf . Parameter
settings: fTMco = 20 GHz, h = λmin/2, fmax = 2fTMco and
l = 3λmin. The PPW is air-filled.

analytic calculation was also validated using the full-wave
simulator [15].

V. QUASI EQUI-DISPERSIVE OPEN-ENDED STUBS

As a difference with [5], open-ended ED PPWs radiate two
orthogonally-oriented modes, whose frequency dispersion is
the same. The unit cell of the CTS array is shown in Figs.
6(a) and (b) for TM and TE modes, respectively. Periodic
boundary conditions are enforced on lateral faces along x-axis.
Also, perfect magnetic (PMC) and electric (PEC) boundary
conditions are alternately considered along y-axis for optimal
operation of TM and TE modes, respectively. The long-slot
array is designed to operate at Ka-band. The width of the slot
is a = λmin/2, where λmin is the wavelength at 35 GHz.
The array periodicity is d = 1.1a. The surface IBCs differ
for TM and TE mode scenarios and are calculated using (12)
and (11), respectively. The capacitance CTM is given by (13),
where fTMco = 20 GHz. Also, LTE∆φ is calculated using (17).
The length of the open-ended stub is l = 5λmin [see Figs.
6(a) and (b)]. The phase of TM and TE modes is plotted
in Fig. 6(c) at 29 GHz. The two modes are equally-phased
at the input section of the stub (z = 0). As shown in Fig.
6(c), the aperture exhibits orthogonally-polarized modes that
are 90◦-phased to each other. The axial ratio (AR) in Fig.
6(d) is computed both analytically and by post-processing
the radiated fields using [15]. The analytic calculation was
carried out using the numerical model outlined in [5] and is
in excellent agreement with full-wave simulations. The AR is

(a) TM mode. (b) TE mode.
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(d)

Fig. 6: Unit cell of the CTS array for (a) TM and (b) TE mode
operation. (c) Phase difference as function of the variable z
at 29 GHz. (d) Axial ratio versus frequency. The width of the
slots is a = 4.28 mm and the array periodicity is d = 1.1a.

below 3 dB over the band 26.8-32.2 GHz (22.3% of relative
bandwidth) for broadside radiation.

A concrete way to realize the antenna feeding might involve
the use of quasi-optical systems, such as [19]. Furthermore,
physical structures, that may realize reactive sheets, rely on
metallic patterns printed on grounded dielectric slabs, as done
in [17], [18]. These structures resemble anisotropic meta-
waveguides and can be designed by following the approach
outlined in [20]–[22]. Basically, independent circuit models
are employed to reconstruct the desired surface reactance,
according to the E-field polarization. Since surface impedances
are here demanded to be inductive and capacitive for y- and x-
polarized E-fields, respectively, their physical realization can
be approached separately. Owing to their geometrical shape,
meandered Jerusalem crosses [20], [21] may represent a valid
candidate as meta-waveguide’s unit cell. Their design can be
carried out by following the approach used in [22].

VI. CONCLUSION

The modal analysis of paralel plate waveguides with purely
reactive walls has been reported in this letter. This class
of waveguides can support the propagation of two equi-
dispersive, orthogonally-polarized modes. The engineering of
boundary conditions was provided through analytic closed-
form expressions. This type of waveguide can be employed as
open-ended radiating stubs. A representative example in Ka-
band shows that a fractional 3-dB-AR bandwidth of 22.3% is
achieved for broadside radiation.
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